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Motivation 

• Zynq XC7Z045 is top candidate for primary 
logic device on SCROD revision B: 

– Two packaging options: 

• FFG900 

• FFG676 

– Pros and cons… 

• Larger package allows more margin for pin usage. 

• Smaller package is smaller (duh). 
– Would allow later designs to fallback to Z030, which would 

potentially be lower power. 
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Power Consumption 
• To get an idea of how much our power will increase for SCROD rev B, we can compare 

designs on the XC7Z045 to the XC6SLX150T. 

• Using Xilinx Xpower Analyzer on compiled designs. 

• Existing beamtest firmware as a prototype case: 
– SCROD draws about 1.3 A.  Transceiver accounts for 240 mA. 

• Estimation from Xilinx tools: 
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Ambient Temperature (degrees C)  We need some accounting on current coming from 
each regulator to do qualitative comparisons, but 
results seem roughly consistent. 
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Comparing S6 vs. Z045 Power 

• For fair comparison we should be comparing equivalent designs on the two FPGAs. 

• Beamtest firmware is a good candidate.  But it is slightly complicated by needs to port 
firmware to the new architecture.  The following is required for Z045 port: 

– IP cores from S6 to Z045 [DONE] 

– Picoblaze from S6 to 7-series [DONE] 

– FTSW firmware [In progress] 
• Required since FTSW receiver uses many manually instantiated S6 SelectIO primitives. 

– Aurora firmware for fiber links [Dropped (for now)] 
• S6 version took some custom merging to use same clock for both tiles on the same dual. 

• Will take a little extra work to port this over.  For now starting with USB-only firmware. 

– Pinout selection [In progress] 

• Comparisons for this set of firmware are not available yet.  Perhaps could be sometime this 
weekend or next week. 

• Other options for an immediate comparison… 
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Very Preliminary Results 
• Only “apples-to-apples” case simulated so far is a 1 lane Aurora interface. 

– Continuing to work on beamtest firmware comparison. 
• Single Aurora lane is too lightweight to make a definite conclusion… 

• …but it seems fairly clear that the power should not increasing by orders of magnitude.  More 
like x2 at higher temperatures. 

– I do not expect FPGA to become a dominant term in board stack power, but it 
is an important extra constraint to consider for thermal design purposes. 
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*Note that this increase in 
power is a potential issue 
for any FPGA upgrade 
beyond S6… 



XC7Z045-1FFG900C 
• Should we participate in the upcoming order? 
• List of open questions (and my impressions on their status): 

– Are there enough pins available? 
• It seems so.  We could probably make our pinout counts with FFG676 or the FFG900.  The larger package would 

provide some extra flexibility. 

– Pinout types, ARM peripherals, and memory devices: 
• Defer to others on these for now. 
• I can contribute more to pinout types as I move beamtest firmware to Z045. 

– Power 
• More refined estimates on the way, but does not seem to be a deal breaker.  

– Operation in magnetic field, necessity of ferrite beads? 
• This part is being used as in readout for another project at SLAC that will operate at 1 T.  Solutions using air-core 

inductors are planned.  I can get more information on this soon. 

– Boot sequencing of processor system (PS) vs. programmable logic (PL). 
• Generally in other SLAC designs the PS does come up first, then the PL. 
• I don’t think this is a problem, but does impose some extra design requirements on SCROD. 

– Radiation issues? 
• I think this is less of a concern in the PL, but should be considered carefully for the PS. 

• A couple other notes of interest: 
– There is substantial work already invested in these parts for the “Reconfigurable Cluster 

Element” (RCE), being developed for many projects at SLAC. 
• We may be able to benefit by use of some of these existing firmware blocks. 

– If we decide that having a Zynq is undesirable on front-end, we could still use these parts on 
DSP-FIN replacement, which has many fewer design constraints and just needs generic 
processing power. 
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